Hello Everyone!
Toni and Stormy here, and we wanted to remind everyone that the Early Dog Specials
are set to expire on 7/31/21. So this means, you only have a few days left to get your Golden
Gate Pass. This pass is the all inclusive pass. A Weekend pass, all workshops (excluding the
intensives), the Thursday night dance, Dinner show and o cial event T-shirt! You can get all
this for $165.00! This pass will go away on July, 31st, so don’t wait before its gone.

Tim and Steven are exited to bring back the South Bay Dance Fling in San Jose,
California, Labor Day Weekend; 9/2-9/6. That is all that they have been talking about. It’s hard
to concentrate during our tummy rub time when all they talk about is how happy they are to
bring in UCWDC, WSDC, and Line Dance all together under one ru . They have been talking
to John Robinson, and a sta of amazing line dancers! Also we have the tunes of JP Potter, Mr.
Glenn Cravalho and Jack Smith! They have been talking to an awesome duo, Roy and Fiona
that will be joining y’all virtually from Ireland (we hear that is on the other side of world that’s
like a long car ride). We, the Event Dog-rectors, are working hard helping to put together an
amazing event.
If you are looking to help out and volunteer we have opportunities for you to help with
the event. There are time slots for set-up and tear down, along with door watchers, and maybe
a dog walker too! If you are interested in helping, visit the site and look under the tab for
Volunteers.
We hope to see you this year at South Bay!
Tim Perez & Steven Bennett - Event Directors
Toni & Stormy - Event Dog-rectors
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